The practical testability of a product is how easy it is to test by a particular tester and test process, in a given context. Practical testability is a function of five other “testabilities:” project-related testability, value-related testability, subjective testability, intrinsic testability, and epistemic testability (also known as the “risk gap”). Just as in the case for quality in general, testability is a plastic and multi-dimensional concept that cannot be usefully expressed in any single metric. But we can identify testability problems and heuristics for improving testability in general.

### Interesting Testability Dynamics

**Changing the product or raising the quality standard reduces epistemic testability.** The difference between what we know and what we need to know is why we test in the first place. A product is easier to test if we already know a lot about its quality or if the quality standard is low, because there isn’t much left for testing to do. That’s epistemic testability. Therefore product that changes a lot or in which we can’t tolerate trouble is automatically less testable.

**Improving any other aspect of testability increases the rate of improvement of epistemic testability.** Efforts made to improve any other aspect of testability, by definition, increases the rate at which the gap between what we know and what we need to know closes.

**Improving test strategy might decrease subjective testability or vice versa.** This may happen when we realize that our existing way of testing, although easy to perform, is not working. A better test strategy, however, may require much more effort and skill. (Ignorance was bliss.) Beware that the opposite may also occur. We might make a change (adding a tool for instance) that makes testing seem easier, when in fact the testing is worse. (Bliss may be ignorant.)

---

* Testing is evaluating a product by learning about it through experimentation.
† Context is all of the factors that significantly influence testing problems and solutions that lie within the scope of our work.
Increasing intrinsic testability might decrease project-related testability. This may happen if redesigning a product to make it more testable also introduces many new bugs. Or it may happen because the developers spend longer stabilizing the product before letting independent testers see it. Agile development done well helps minimize this problem.

Increasing value-related testability might decrease project testability. Better contact with users and stakeholders, and improved oracles and knowledge of requirements may lead to the need for profound re-design and re-testing if it happens late in a project cycle. Agile helps with this problem, too.

Increasing practical testability also improves development and maintenance. If a product is easier to test then it is also easier to support, debug, and evolve. Observability and controllability, for instance, is a tide that floats all boats.

The tester must ask for testability. We cannot expect any non-tester to seriously consider testability. It’s nice when they do, but don’t count on it. An excellent tester learns to spot testability issues and resolve them with the team.

Guidewords for Analyzing Testability

**Epistemic Testability**

- **Prior Knowledge of Quality.** If we already know a lot about a product, we don't need to do as much testing.
- **Tolerance for Failure.** The less quality required, or the more risk that can be taken, the less testing is needed.

**Project-Related Testability**

- **Change Control.** Frequent and disruptive change requires retesting and invalidates our existing product knowledge. Careful change control helps the product to evolve in testable stages.
- **Information Availability.** We get all information we want or need to test well.
- **Tool Availability.** We are provided all tools we want or need to test well.
- **Test Item Availability.** We can access and interact with all relevant versions of the product.
- **Sandboxing.** We are free to do any testing worth doing (perhaps including mutation or destructive testing), without fear of disrupting users, other testers, or the development process.
- **Environmental Controllability.** We can control all potentially relevant experimental variables in the environment surrounding our tests.
- **Time.** Having too little time destroys testability. We require time to think, prepare, and cope with surprises.

**Value-Related Testability**

- **Oracle Availability.** We need ways to detect each kind of problem that is worth looking for. A well-written specification is one example of such an oracle, but there are lots of other kinds of oracles (including people and tools) that may help.
- **Oracle Authority.** We benefit from oracles that identify problems that will be considered important.
- **Oracle Reliability.** We benefit from oracles that can be trusted to work over time and in many conditions.
- **Oracle Precision.** We benefit from oracles that facilitate identification of specific problems.
- **Oracle Inexpensiveness.** We benefit from oracles that don’t require much cost or effort to acquire or operate.
- **User Stability & Unity.** The less users change and the less variety and discord among users, the easier the testing.
- **User Familiarity.** The more we understand and identify with users, the easier it is to test for them.
- **User Availability.** The more we can talk to and observe users, the easier it is to test for them.
- **User Data Availability.** The more access we have to natural data, the easier it is to test.
- **User Environment Availability.** Access to natural usage environments improves testing.
- **User Environment Stability & Unity.** The less user environments and platforms change and the fewer of them there are, the easier it is to test.
Subjective Testability

- **Product Knowledge.** Knowing a lot about the product, including how it works internally, profoundly improves our ability to test it. If we don't know about the product, testing with an exploratory approach helps us to learn rapidly.

- **Technical Knowledge.** Ability to program, knowledge of underlying technology and applicable tools, and an understanding of the dynamics of software development generally, though not in every sense, makes testing easier for us.

- **Domain Knowledge.** The more we know about the users and their problems, the better we can test.

- **Testing Skill.** Our ability to test in general obviously makes testing easier. Relevant aspects of testing skill include experiment design, modeling, product element factoring, critical thinking, and test framing.

- **Engagement.** Testing is easier when a tester is closer to the development process, communicating and collaborating well with the rest of the team. When testers are held away from development, test efficiency suffers terribly.

- **Helpers.** Testing is easier when we have help. A "helper" is anyone who does not consider himself responsible for testing the product, and yet does testing or performs some useful service for the responsible testers.

- **Test Strategy.** A well-designed test strategy may profoundly reduce the cost and effort of testing.

Intrinsic Testability

- **Observability.** To test we must be able to see the product. Ideally we want a completely transparent product, where every fact about its states and behavior, including the history of those facts is readily available to us.

- **Controllability.** To test, we must be able to visit the behavior of the product. Ideally we can provide any possible input and invoke any possible state, combination of states, or sequence of states on demand, easily and immediately.

- **Algorithmic Simplicity.** To test, we must be able to visit and assess the relationships between inputs and outputs. The more complex and sensitive the behavior of the product, the more we will need to look at.

- **Unbogginess.** Bugs slow down testing because we must stop and report them, or work around them, or in the case of blocking bugs, wait until they get fixed. It's easiest to test when there are no bugs.

- **Smallness.** The less there is of a product, the less we have to look at and the less chance of bugs due to interactions among product components.

- **Decomposability.** When different parts of a product can be separated from each other, we have an easier time focusing our testing, investigating bugs, and retesting after changes.

- **Similarity (to known and trusted technology).** The more a product is like other products we already know the easier it is to test it. If the product shares substantial code with a trusted product, or is based on a trusted framework, that’s especially good.